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Trip Highlights
Montego Bay - Negril

Detailed Itinerary

Oozing Caribbean spirit from every cove, a Jamaican vacation is the ideal way to enjoy an island getaway. With the

distinctive sound of Bob Marley drifting through the air, sandy beaches, sun and culture, tropical fruit and coconut providing

a taste of paradise. Upon arrival you will be transferred to the hotel. Overnight in Montego Bay

DAY 1 MONTEGO BAYDay 01

DAY 2 MONTEGO BAYDay 02
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This is an excellent combination to do the electrifying Blue Hole plus Secret Falls and Dunn's River Falls on the same day

with a lunch stop at Scotchie's Outdoor Garden Restaurant (Lunch own expense) for less than half of what it would cost to

do them separately. It is a full day trip, full of fun and excitement as you indulge yourself in these awesome activities that are

100% natural and guaranteed rare experience - The kind of activities that the locals took advantage of all their lives. A taste

of what “Real Jamaica” is!

Overnight in Montego Bay.

Meal: Breakfast

Today post breakfast you will be transferred to Negril – a Caribbean beach destination which attracts one and all. Today

relax on the white sandy beaches and soak up the sun.

Overnight in Negril.

Meal: Breakfast

DAY 3 MONTEGO BAY – NEGRILDay 03

Embark on an adventure today when you go into the YS FALLS.

YS Falls is one of Jamaica’s finest natural attractions, offering the opportunity to experience the beauty of a series of

untouched and unspoiled waterfalls on the South Coast of Jamaica. It has seven waterfalls, several of which cascade into

natural pools, and lush gardens. This experience begins with a short open-air ride through the Jamaican countryside passing

lush vegetation and rushing rivers along the way. After your brief journey you’ll be greeted by a magnificent natural setting

that features tasteful ecological structures, play areas, a natural spring pool and the seven flowing tiers of the majestic YS

Falls. You can make your way along crafted wooden walkways to the top of the falls to enjoy a refreshing dip in the crisp

natural pools. Overnight in Negril.

Meal: Breakfast

DAY 4 NEGRILDay 04

DAY 5 NEGRILDay 05
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Today proceed to Appleton Estate tour.

Enjoy an Appleton rum punch while the resident donkey demonstrates how juice was extracted from sugar cane in the 18th

century. Visit the Distillery & Ageing House, where the different methods of distillation are shown. Participate in the

crushing of sugar cane and tasting of the freshly squeezed cane juice and molasses. An authentic Jamaican style lunch will be

served.

Try out all the great tasting rums in the Appleton lounge.

Overnight in Negril.

Meal: Breakfast

Breakfast at the hotel. Check out of the hotel and transfer to airport for flight to next destination/home.

Meal: Breakfast

DAY 6 CHECKOUTDay 06

Inclusions
Arrival/ Departure airport transfer.

5 night accommodation with breakfast.                                             

Dunns River Falls and Columbus Park

YS falls Tour

Appleton Rum Factory tour

Exclusions
•International Airfare

•Internal Flights

•Visa, Air Tickets & baggage charges

•Portage, tip to drivers and servers

•Resort fee to be paid directly

•Personal Expense of any nature like, laundry, shopping, incidentals at hotels etc.

•Any tours, transfers or event tickets not mentioned in package inclusions.
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•Incidental Charges Must be paid by clients

Note
Montego Bay Hotels

Moderate : Altamont West Hotel or similar

Deluxe : Royal Dacameron or Similar

Negril Hotels

Moderate: Tingalayas retreat or similar

Deluxe: Azul beach resort Negril or similar

•You must carry a valid credit card for incidentals at hotel and government issued photo ID with you all the time.

•Check in time is 4 pm and check out time is 11 am at most hotels.

•Tips for drivers is AUD 7 per person on daily basis is MANDATORY. Tips to tour guides etc. are not included and are at

the discretion of the client. The drivers expect TIPS approximately three dollars per person per day or a minimum of AUD

178 whichever is greater.

•GGTS reserve the right to amend the itinerary and arrange for alternate accommodations or services due to unforeseen

circumstances.

•Any items/incidentals used by individuals in their respective rooms like drinks, snacks, beverages, television channels,

overflow of water from the bathroom, any room damage etc. will be billed to your rooms & shall have to be paid for by you

before checkout.

•GGTS does not hold any responsibility for any loss of luggage, injuries or theft.

•Any additional services required once tour starts will require a credit card to book those services.

•WiFi is available at the hotels, we cannot guarantee that connectivity will be consistently functional for the entire time of

your stay and it is not free in some hotels.

•This quote is based on the current taxes, surcharges, and fees as applicable at the time of quotation. Any subsequent change

in the tax tables would be applicable to this quote.

•Breakfast time is usually 7 AM to 9:30 AM depending on hotels. Some hotels this may vary. We are not responsible for any

missed breakfast due to flight timings or early morning

tours.

•Surcharges for weekends and convention may apply for any trade fair/special event in city.

•Packages are valid until March 31, 2025. Certain blackout dates apply. Some events are seasonal.

Program Touring / Guide
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Private touring

Periodic Departure

10 Apr, 2024 to 31 Mar, 2025
Moderate

AUD 2,763 P P twin share

AUD 3,892 P P single

AVAILABLE

Deluxe

AUD 3,371 P P twin share

AUD 5,104 P P single

AVAILABLE
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